The converting and finishing systems experts
Changes in society, culture, economy and especially “web and digital technologies” are generating new outlooks in various market sectors. The commercial print market is undergoing many changes with organizations evolving and offering many different products in order to satisfy its local customer base.

From cereal boxes to ready meals to pharmaceutical packaging, **folding cartons are a key product in the global packaging market.**

**This market continues to grow** and is forecast to be worth $184,000 million in 2018. Retail industry is expected to grow to US$ 1.3 trillion by 2020, registering a CAGR of 9.7 percent between 2000-2020. Due to Amazon, eBay, Zalando and others, **e-commerce is contributing to a bright, strong future for packaging.**

Packaging is now considered by many print companies as an excellent option to create bespoke value added products that couldn’t be produced economically in the past.

We are dedicated to this approach in our style of manufacturing, in our unique converting solutions, in order to **supply superior packaging solutions that are innovative, sustainable and user-friendly.**
WHO IS APR

APR Solutions is a fast growing company established in 2014, by its founders with more than 20 years experience in finishing equipment.

APR Solutions has concentrated on developing and manufacturing paper and carton converting machines for the finishing and packaging industry, as well as tape solutions for the industry needs.

APR’s machines have been developed with both packaging and the traditional print finishing sector in mind, a special focus has been made towards the packaging industry as its one of the fastest growing market sectors, as well as for the industrial application of a wide range of tape in a full automatic way.

Global headquarter is located in Rondissone, Italy near Milan incorporates advanced engineering and research departments, in addition to a sophisticated machine shop for the production and assembly of our equipment and accessories.

We have our own design and building capabilities that allow us to tailor as well machines specifically to a customers requirements.
POWERING SALES WORLDWIDE

With its sales organization presence in more than 30 countries, either directly or through a network of specialized agent companies, **APR Solutions** provides machinery, solutions and technical expertise to its customers. APR Solutions has representative offices for sales and services on three continents:

- **Europe**
- **USA**
- **Russia**

World Headquarters

Via Aldo Moro, 10 – 10030 Rondissone (TO) - Italy
The quality of finishing work has a decisive impact on your final product's quality.
Entering a new era of end-products with our modern and cost effective compact size folder gluer for small and medium run.
Companies are expecting technology to be a source of creative new ways of thinking packaging.

**APR offers machines** designed to serve the industry needs with solutions that makes it possible for the **packaging producers and brand owners** to meet the challenges and capitalize on the opportunities in a rapidly changing converting Market.

**Value creation from brand owner to consumer with our range of machines for folding and gluing, inserting and tape application.**
VALUE CREATION
FROM SHEET TO PRODUCT

- Brand owners: Research, development, and production
- Manufacturing of goods
- Packing
- Retailers: Distribution to consumer and marketing of goods
- Consumers

- Converters and print finishers: APR customers
- APR sales and services dedicated by industry

Packaging
- FOLDING CARTON
- CORRUGATED BOARD
- FOLDING PAPER
- SHOPPING BAG

Tape applications

Finishing
OUR SOLUTIONS
FOR YOUR INDUSTRY

Packaging

APR Solutions is a leading manufacturer of folding and gluing equipment for packaging confectionary goods, manufacturing beverage cartons and carriers, cosmetic boxes or personal access cartons, medicinal and pharmaceutical cartons, mailers, pocket folders, cigarette casing, restaurant boxes, auto-locking, and other folding cartons for consumer goods.

Folding carton packaging offers environmental benefits as the lightweight material allows cost to be taken out of the supply chain and is 100% recyclable.

Straight line boxes and crash lock bottom boxes
We can process straight line boxes with standard closing or snap lock bottom, as well as crash lock bottom boxes. We can run also conical boxes and boxes window patches. These can be manufactured for hand or machine erect based on your requirements.

Carton and cardboard Sleeves

Sacks and Shopping bags
We can provide solutions for the manufacturing and sealing of luxury bags and sacks to help customers producing the highest quality product, while reducing adhesive usage, eliminating waste and improving overall production efficiency.
OUR SOLUTIONS
FOR YOUR INDUSTRY

Tape applications

The APR Solutions provides complete industrial solutions for the tape application of bi-adhesive tape and tear strips on: paper, cardboard, corrugated, pvc, plastic, acrylic, wood, aluminium, etc.

BENEFITS & FEATURES
Highly modular design. Easy operating and maintenance. Robust system parts and design.

New perspective market as a result of a continue demands of easy-handle products for home restructuring.

Envelopes
With our range of machines we can process envelopes from 80 gr, up to 600 gr., such as: office envelopes, carrier envelopes (DHL, FedEx, etc.), as well as envelopes with gussets, etc.

Photograph wallets / Postcards

Pendulum

Presentation folders
Simple folders, Folders with 3 flaps, Folders with gussets, Folders with document pockets

Sacks and Shopping bags

Calendars

Corrugated exhibitors and boxes

Plastic profiles
With double side tape

Aluminium profiles
With double side tape

Wood panels
The APR SOLUTIONS equipment range encompasses solutions from stand alone machines to fully integrated, tailor-made lines, each offering the exacting quality and high performance that manufacturers need.
The market, your products and our machinery

The pressure on time to market will increase drastically in every step of the packaging production process. At the same time, the enormous performance of the machines/production lines meets the increasingly complex customer requests for modern and cost effective compact size folder gluers for small and medium run in traditional offset or digital printing.

Knowledge and experience of qualified staff, in combination with latest designing tools, assembling procedures and modern, highly-specialized mechanical department, enables us to create innovative machines with simple operation, short set-up times, high quality standards and modern design.

By delivering support close to its customers, in their language and with respect to their customs, APR helps customers achieve higher quality, improved productivity and reduced operating costs.

By constantly reviewing every element of every machine at APR Solutions we are able to hone performance further and further through retrofit upgrades and new, more productive versions of existing products, which constantly advances what can be achieved using this inline process.

APR Solutions has developed 3 main product lines:

• **Tape and tear tape application machines**
• **Folder/gluer for carton boxes, presentation pocket folders and in-line folding and gluing production**
• **Envelopes making machines (Including: FedEx, UPS, and Amazon envelopes)**

With our extensive range of different machines size, we can supply many kind of industries, such as:

• Paper
• Carton and cardboard
• Plastic
• Wood
• Aluminium
Our current range of solutions for your industry

On our folding and gluing machine, a number of special devices can be fitted to improve the potentialities of the machine, to be more effective and perform additional works to respond in a positive way to the market demand.